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laura's creative practice engages the body as a subject and a medium through a process of
vernacular experimentation. she is interested in exploring the artifice of the body through material

techniques and bodily processes. her recent work explores the link between the body, mortality, and
social affect. for the past six years, laura has taught nonfiction and fiction writing at clarion west. she

led the fiction department until the school was forced to cease operations in the fall of 2020, and
continues to facilitate the clarion west program. an avid writer herself, laura is passionate about
writing and wants to help others achieve their own literary and artistic goals. at clarion west, she

teaches the writing workshops, creative writing boot camp, and creative nonfiction boot camp. laura
also teaches for the nonprofit artemis public square and for university courses at concordia

university, university of san francisco, the university of california santa cruz, and alverno college.
laura is the author of four previous books, all award winners: the second grade teacher's survival

guide (harcourt, 2001); the missing notebook (hyperion, 2004); the missing notebook: ii (hyperion,
2008); and the government lady and other true tales (new york review books, 2012). her story

collection, contrary fruit, was published by new york review books in may 2015. her short stories
have appeared in esquire, the believer, the paris review, the rumpus, the monkey’s paw, and

elsewhere. her journalism and essays have been published in the atlantic, the new york times, the
los angeles times, the washington post, salon, and many others.
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As New York City began asking
its residents to stay home and

following lockdowns and
curfews, best-selling author and
illustrator Laura Vaccaro Seeger

saw this glimpse of her
childhood world once again.

Laura tells how she grew up on
a farm in Pleasantville, New

York; how she and her siblings
were hogs at the confluence of
the Delaware and Hackensack
rivers; and how the sheer size

of the farm, with its snaking dirt
roads and one-room
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schoolhouse, became a
backdrop for some of her best-

loved books. Laura Vaccaro
Seeger is a New York Times

best-selling author and
illustrator and a 2-time winner
of the Caldecott Honor Award,
winner of theNew York Times

Best Illustrated Book Award, the
Boston Globe/Horn Book Award

for Best Picture Book, and a
2-time winner of the Theodor

Seuss Geisel Honor Award. She
is also the recipient of the

Empire State Award for Body of
Work and Contribution to

Childrens Literature. Laura
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writes and illustrates a
collection of stories about her

childhood home of Pleasantville,
New York. In Farm City, she
gives readers the blue-collar

details of her hometown, where
her father worked as a plumber,

her mother served as a
cafeteria manager, and Laura

grew up with three sisters.
Through her illustrations, Laura

brings her hometown to life,
with a dollop of humor, silliness,

and love. Laura Splan's work
interrogates the material

manifestations of our cultural
ambivalence towards the
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human body. Her conceptually
based projects employ a range

of traditional and digital
techniques. She often uses

found objects and appropriated
sources to explore socially
constructed perceptions of

order and disorder. Much of her
work is inspired by

experimentation with materials
and processes including blood,
cosmetic facial peel and digital

fabrication. 5ec8ef588b
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